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CHANDIGARH, December 16, 2010: The Punjab Governor and 

Administrator, Union Territory, Chandigarh, Mr. Shivraj V. Patil, after 

presenting Tara Chand Saboo Excellence Award in teaching to four 

distinguished teachers of Chandigarh Schools, said that there was a 

need for concerted and conscious efforts to inculcate human values in 

the education. He said learning is a continuous process it starts right 

from mother womb and ends in the grave. He said mother is the first 

teacher of the child, then his family members. Students spending six 

hour in the school where he learns reading and writing but he spends 

rest of the time in his home where he learns moral values from his 

parents. 

Mr. Patil said in my opinion the students and the teachers are 

not different. If teacher is not a student he cannot be a teacher. He 

has to be a student all the times only then he becomes a good 

teachers. He said teachers should continuously learn and improve and 

upgrade their pedagogy to face the emerging challenges of 

globalization. A teacher is a flame that lights the path of a child, he 

added. 

Mr. Patil said media persons are also teachers. Every day, they 

are writing and preparing a video and teaches us for 24 hours on 

electronic media. He said these days I do not read papers for news but 

I read only editorials and that way they are my teachers. He said all of 



us are teachers in a way. How, we conduct and how we behave in 

family is a lesson for others, he said. 

Describing inner knowledge as one of the best teacher, Mr. Patil 

said that knowledge comes from within and we have to develop the 

capability to reach up to it and that is a real education. Education was 

incomplete if spirituality was not taught to students. He said the main 

objective and aim of all institutions should be all round development 

and integrated growth of the students.    

Appreciating the sincere efforts of Mr. R.K. Saboo and his family 

members in instituting the awards, Mr. Patil said this was a thoughtful 

venture to identify the best human resources among the teaching 

community. 

        Earlier, Mr. Patil presented awards to four distinguished teachers, 

Mr. Madhu Bahl, Principal KB.DAV Sr. Sec. Pb. School, Sector 7, 

Chandigarh, got life time achievement Award, which includes cash 

prize of Rs. 75,000/- a trophy and citation, Mr. Mushtaq Ahmed and 

Mrs Kandy Khanna both of Vivek High School Sector 38-B, Chandigarh 

got excellence award in teaching secondary classes and primary 

classes, respectively which includes cash prize of Rs. 25,000 each and 

trophies and citations. Mrs. Astinder Kaur of Government Model High 

School, Sector 22 Chandigarh got excellence award for teaching 

economically underprivileged children which includes cash prize of Rs. 

25,000, trophy and citation. 

        Prominent among others who were present on the occasion 

included Mr. Justice Kuldip Singh (Retd.), Mr. Raja Boss, Resident 

Editor, Times of India, Mr. Glen Kindross former World President 

Rotary International and Mr. Yasho Vardhan. 



 


